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Numbers
Euclid's algorithm for the MCD, rational numbers, 
real numbers, operations with irrational numbers, 
ordering and approximation. The induction principle,
complex numbers*

Symbolic calculations, polynomials, factorization, 
division of polynomials, vectors, linear independence*,
scalar product. Relations and functions, equations of
degree 1 and 2. Inequalities, linear systems of 2, 3 (or
more*) equations. Polynomial, trigonometric, exponential
and logarithmic functions and their graphs. Successions*,
limits of functions*, elements of differential calculus* and 
of integration theory*.

Geometry
Definitions and first theorems of Euclidean geometry, 
with elements of its axiomatization. Pythagoras' 
theorem, transformations of the plane, Cartesian 
coordinates, trigonometry, conic sections, geometric loci, 
analytic geometry in 3-dimensional space*

Data Analysis and Probability
Samples and distributions, mean and variance. Double
distributions, standard deviation, regression.  Basic
combinatorics, elements of finite probability, conditional
and composite probability, elements of non-finite
probability*.

* these topics are not taught in all high school types, depending on 
   school time for Mathematics

Algebra

Some current lines of development in italian high school mathematics education

The still existing tendency to "train" students with many repetitive exercises is hopefully being replaced by a way to teach 
with less focus on technicalities, but 

with a stress on the act of proving conjectures, solving problems and modelling situations that make sense

encouraging social interaction during the learning process, as a collaborative task

based as much as possible on "laboratorial" activities, such as usage of concrete manipulatives, from transparent squared
paper to fold to understand plane transformations to mathematical machines to build or study to explain why they work  

taking advantage of the many different pieces of soware available, from dynamic geometry soware to Computer
Algebra Systems, from spreadsheets to computer programming languages and integrated soware environments

exploiting portable devices (graphic and symbolic calculators, smartphones and other such devices, ), having nowadays
also oen the possibility to connect to physical sensors, or other not-so-rocket-science tools that can provide real
measurements of physical quantities.

High school begins in the 9th grade and ends in 
the 13th grade

Depending on the high school type, Mathematics
hours per week range from 
3 in the first 2 years and 2 in the next 3 years, to 
5 in the first 2 years and 4 in the next 3 years 
(in the "Liceo scientifico", i.e. scientific high school)

Only scientific high school has a test dedicated to
Mathematics in its final exam

Since 2010 national guidelines have replaced fixed
national programmes 

In Italy school is compulsory for 10 years 
(from 6 to 16)

Numbers Geometry

Algebra Data Analysis
and Probability

Mathematic topics taught at school can roughly
be divided in the following four domains:
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